Software Development Engineer, Retail
and Retail Operations Expansion Team
(Level 4)
DESCRIPTION
Job summary
At Amazon, we're working to be the most customer-centric company on earth. To get there,
we need exceptionally talented, bright, and driven people. If you'd like to help us build the
place to find and buy anything online, this is your chance to make history.

We are looking for Software Development Engineers to be based in Amman, Jordan working
on some of the key initiatives planned to support our rapid evolution and growth of Amazon
International Expansion Business, and in the process solve some of the most challenging
problems.

Key Responsibilities:





Design, implement, test, deploy and maintain innovative software solutions to transform
service performance, durability, cost, and security
Use software engineering best practices to ensure a high standard of quality for all of the
team deliverables
Write high quality distributed system software
Work in an agile, startup-like development environment, where you are always working
on the most important stuff

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS








Bachelor’s Degree or Masters in Computer Science or related field
Agile development, daily scrum, taking ownership of both production issues and new
features
Solid technical understanding and API documentation are essential for cross-team
development
Computer Science fundamentals in data structures
Computer Science fundamentals in algorithm design, problem solving, and complexity
analysis
Good English written / verbal communication skills, bilingual preferred
Self-motivated, thrives working in a small team




Focused and professional attitude
Ability to maintain a high level of confidentiality.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS





2+ years of programming experience with progressive development responsibilities in
Java
Java ecosystem for daily development: Spring/Spring Boot, Apache,Ant/Maven/Gradle,
Tomcat/Jetty/TomEE, Jenkins.
RESTful API specification, implementation, JSON and solid documentation will be a plus
(or SOAP webservice experience with leanings towards REST)
AWS services such as EC2, S3, SQS, and Kinesis

Software Development Engineer (Level 5)
Job ID: 1910545 | Nuqtat Al Taknalojia

DESCRIPTION
Job summary
At Amazon, we're working to be the most customer-centric company on earth. To get there,
we need exceptionally talented, bright, and driven people. If you'd like to help us build the
place to find and buy anything online, this is your chance to make history.

We are looking for Software Development Engineers to be based in Amman, Jordan with 1+
years of solid Software engineering experience involving solving complex problems, to work on
some of the key initiatives planned to support our rapid evolution and growth of Amazon
International Expansion Business, and in the process solve some of the most challenging
problems. Amazon is an equal opportunity employer.
Key Responsibilities:








1+ years industry experience in designing software architecture, and operating scalable
software systems
Requirement analysis, failure analysis, API design, distributed consistency
Distributed caching (memcached, Redis, or comparable technology)
Metrics, analysis, and software profiling
Strong object-oriented design skills with understanding of common design paradigms
Experience with Java or other object oriented languages- preferably on a UNIX or Linux
platform including JVM internals or equivalent lower-level implementation
Experience with distributed (multi-tiered) systems, algorithms, and relational databases







Experience writing unit and system level tests using dependency injection frameworks
and object mocking
Experience in optimization mathematics (linear programming, nonlinear optimization)
Oral and written communication skills (ability to produce runbooks, technical, and nontechnical documentation)
Experience coaching junior software development engineers including code review and
design review
Bachelor's degree in computer science, computer engineering or related technical
discipline

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS













3+ years industry experience in designing software architecture, and operating scalable
software systems
Requirement analysis, failure analysis, API design, distributed consistency
Distributed caching (memcached, Redis, or comparable technology)
Metrics, analysis, and software profiling
Strong object-oriented design skills with understanding of common design paradigms
Experience with Java or other object oriented languages- preferably on a UNIX or Linux
platform including JVM internals or equivalent lower-level implementation
Experience with distributed (multi-tiered) systems, algorithms, and relational databases
Experience writing unit and system level tests using dependency injection frameworks
and object mocking
Experience in optimization mathematics (linear programming, nonlinear optimization)
Oral and written communication skills (ability to produce runbooks, technical, and nontechnical documentation)
Experience coaching junior software development engineers including code review and
design review
Bachelor's degree in computer science, computer engineering or related technical
discipline

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS







Strong, object-oriented design and coding skills (C/C++ and/or Java preferably on a UNIX
or Linux platform)
Ability to effectively articulate and drive solutions to technical and business challenges
Deal well with ambiguous/undefined problems; ability to think abstractly
Experience working with driving product vision to deliver long term customer and
advertiser value
Willingness to own all stages of development process: requirements, design,
implementation, testing, and operational support
Excellent interpersonal communication with strong verbal / written English skills

Software Development Engineer III (Level
6) (Level 6)
Job ID: 2028032 | Nuqtat Al Taknalojia

DESCRIPTION
Job summary
MENA Tech focuses on building innovative solutions for expanding Amazon business in UAE,
Saudi Arabia, and Egypt. We are looking for a passionate, hard-working, and talented Senior
Software Development Engineer who can build innovative and mission critical system software
applications, and tools. You will have an enormous opportunity to make a large impact on the
design, architecture, and development of consumer products. You will be responsible for
delivery and support of large-scale, multi-tiered, distributed software applications and tools.
Responsibilities:






Ability to design and code right solutions starting with broadly defined problems
Drive best practices and engineering excellence
Work with other team members to develop the architecture and design of new and
current systems
Work in an agile environment to deliver high quality software
As a senior engineer, you will be expected to mentor others on the team and raise the bar
on high level design. You will be expected to convert business goals into tech solutions

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS










Strong system design and software architecture skills
Strong, object-oriented design and coding skills (C/C++ and/or Java preferably on a UNIX
or Linux platform)
Knowledge of Perl or other scripting languages a plus
Experience with distributed (multi-tiered) systems, algorithms, and relational databases
Experience in optimization mathematics (linear programming, nonlinear optimization)
Ability to effectively articulate technical challenges and solutions
Deal well with ambiguous/undefined problems; ability to think abstractly
Experience with Spring MVC
Proficiency with HTTP Protocol, REST, XML, J2EE, JavaScript, and AJAX

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS


Experience with AI or Machine Learning




Past experience working in a large organization where you drove high-level design and
architectural decisions
Experience developing on Unix/Linux

Software Development Manager (Level 6)
Job ID: 1622348 | Nuqtat Al Taknalojia

DESCRIPTION
Job summary
At Amazon, we're working to be the most customer-centric company on earth. To get there,
we need exceptionally talented, bright, and driven people. If you'd like to help us build the
place to find and buy anything online, this is your chance to make history.

We are looking for Software Development Managers to be based in Amman, Jordan with 7+
years of solid Software engineering experience involving solving complex problems, to work on
some of the key initiatives planned to support our rapid evolution and growth of Amazon
International Expansion Business.
Primary Responsibilities:
We are looking for a seasoned software development manager to lead and drive the team’s
technical direction, strategizing and shaping our long-term vision and architecture:













You will own major deliverables end-to-end, drive roadmaps, and provide technical
leadership to the engineering team
You’ll be responsible for the overall development life cycle of the solution and manage
complex projects with significant bottom line impact
Work with product managers in developing a strategy and road map to provide
compelling capabilities for the vendors community that helps them succeed in their
business goals
Work closely with senior engineers to develop the best technical design and approach for
new product development
Instill best practices for software development and documentation, assure designs meet
requirements, and deliver high-quality work on tight schedules







Project management - prioritization, planning of projects and features, Stakeholder
management and tracking of external commitments
Operational Excellence - monitoring & operation of production services
Demonstrated capability to provide depth and breadth technical leadership to agile
teams

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS












Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science or related field
7+ years of experience as a software developer
5+ years of software development manager experience
Excellent problem solving abilities and object-oriented design skills
Fluency and experience in object-oriented programming languages, like Java
A thorough understanding of software development in a team and a strong track record
of shipping software
Strong problem-solving and data analysis skills
Excellent verbal and written communication skills with the ability to present complex
technical information clearly and concisely to a variety of audiences
The ability to handle multiple competing priorities
Experience developing and executing a software roadmap
Experience managing front-end, back-end, and services-oriented software systems

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS







Graduate degree (Master’s or PhD) in Computer Science or related field
10+ years' professional experience in software development
Experience building and operating mission critical, highly scalable distributed softwares
and systems
Prior knowledge of vendors management, Software arabization and RTL
Demonstrated capability to provide depth and breadth technical leadership to agile
teams
Solid understanding of Machine Learning

Amazon is an equal opportunity employer.

